IT TOOK A THOUSAND YEARS TO PERFECT THE BANJO

The Artists' Choice

represents the finest in banjo construction today. It is unequalled for tone, admired for its style, its popularity honors it with the "Artists' Choice," and its construction is the work of master craftsmen of nearly a half-century of experience.
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A Brand New "King" Tenor Saxophone

All NEW! And ready by May 1st!

Completely re-designed and re-built, this new King is "there" on every count.

Every note is easy to get, abundant in volume and even in character. That goes for the upper as well as the lower registers.

And every note is in tune. No doubt about it. Test after test proves it.

That is talk—and what you are after is a tenor that will help you play easier and better.

This is a reproduction of the inner page of the new King Saxophone catalog—send for your copy today.

The H. N. White Co.
1305-17 Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

Get your hands on a new King: put it through every test you can think of. Do that and you'll be on our side, agreeing with us that a perfect tenor saxophone has been built at last. And that King built it.

The brand new tenor is described in the brand new King Saxophone catalog. The tenor is new from rim of bell to tip of mouthpiece: the catalog is new from cover to cover. Send for the catalog now. And let us arrange for your no-charge trial of the new Tenor. The coupon is ready to serve you.

NEW FILLMORE NEW BAND MUSIC
The following are completely new 16 page copyrighted band publications. Send a sample copy of "The Fillmore Musician" which displays the sample Solo Concert parts.

Bandy March—David Grenier... 25c
Black and White—Ralph H. Woods... 20c
Moonlight March—W. C. Harmel... 25c
Queen City March—H. E. French... 25c
Somedays March—W. E. French... 20c
The Great Music March—K. J. Evans... 20c
The Doctor March—E. J. Evans... 20c
The Little Woodcock March—E. J. Evans... 20c
Chromatic Ebasis Waltz—E. J. Evans... 20c
March, Violin-French—W. M. Firth... 25c
March, Mexican Dance—J. M. Fulton... 25c
March, Spanish Dance—J. H. Hays... 20c
Choral Cohoeh, Loyola (a F. E. Soel... 30c
Fellowship, Men's Cornet School—M. Fulton... 25c
La Grande Overture—C. Cottrell... 30c

Get the Henry Fillmore arrangements of the following:
POST AND PEACOCK
MORNING, NOON AND NIGHT
Press and Post Band, each 12c, Fillmore for Formulas.

Fillmore Music House
25 East Main Street Cleveland, Ohio

L. CAIIJLET
310 North 8th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Jacobs Music Magazine Triad

Jacobs' Marches MONTHLY
Jacobs' Band MONTHLY
America's Instrumental Music Magazine of Education, Entertainment and Programs
Published by
WALTER JACOBS, Inc., 128 Beekman Street, Suite 601, New York, N. Y.

CONTENTS FOR JUNE
ARTICLES
The Lost Box of Sheet-Music—Robert Thomson
The Sheik of Araby—Elbert E. Exceptions
The Partner's_crop of the Red Sea—Edward J. Knowles

REVIEWs
American Symphony—Arthur Judson
The Red Fox—Benjamin E. Gates
The Love of the Land—Emery E. Smith
The Heart of the South—Eugene E. Blanche
The Commercial—Eugene N. Smith
The Symphony—Eugene E. Smith
The Symphony—Eugene N. Smith

MUSIC
JACOBS' ORCHESTRA MONTHLY
Rasch's Resto, Mabel Novak, New York, N. Y.
Cantata, Beautiful College Band, Boston, Mass.
The Twilight, Beautiful College Band, Boston, Mass.
Dances, Beautiful College Band, Boston, Mass.

Clearance Sale
All Music now on sale. Excellent for educational work.

THE WHITNEY, Asbury, New Jersey
ON THE BLUE LAGOON, Versailles, New Jersey
Dr. Whitney's special arrangements for bands and orchestras on all grades.

WALTER JACOBS, Inc., BOSTON, MASS.

A Love Episode in Birdland
By Theo Remey
A charming_pressure of seven numbers of medium difficulty.

WALTER JACOBS, Inc., BOSTON, MASS.

COMING EVENTS
United States, New York, N. Y.


PUBLICATIONS for
SCHOOL AND AMATEUR ORCHESTRAS AND BANDS


PARKINSON'S SYSTEM OF CLASS INSTRUCTION

C. B. Parkinson, 105 S. 2nd St., Iowa City, Iowa.

A.T. rubel's System of Class Instruction: A simplified type of musical instruction, designed for use in schools or private study, and intended to make music more accessible to all classes of pupils.
Trade in on a
HOLTON REVELATION

And realize real satisfaction.
Don't work under handicaps, that
restrain progress, often wasteful and
make your playing harder.

The Holton Revelation Trumpet is
modern Miracle Super trumpet. A
tune-up must be made with regularity
but nothing else can compare to it.

Transcendence of playing, sup-
ernatural when you realize
what has been held to cramp,
with those instruments, and
the sensation and utmost value sensation
that has ever been placed on a
trumpet.

"Tide in on a" Revolution. A
Floral allowance for your present
instrument, and endlessly easy
use on the tin.

We'll give you a Revolution for ten
dollars absolutely free. Select the Ten
Bells, on evening of your choice. The
easy way, and you are now on your
new Holton." NO PAYMENT
Application, and at the same
time read the description of your
present horn for installment
allowances.

Write for Free Loan
Application and Descriptions.

Heim, Heinrich and Anding-
The entire Trumpet Section
Damroths NY Symphony Orch-
Using Holtons.

Across the Flat-top Desk

A CONVENTION will be held in Chicago, beginning
February 2d and extending through 10th, at which is
planned an over-all conference, attended by every
interest in music and all of the musical instruments
and accessories. This Convention is one of the
affiliated organizations of the Music Trades
Association and is a most important one.

The headquarters of the Convention will be located
at the 200 West Adams Hotel, which has
been selected as the host hotel of the
Convention. The hotel is one of the
most chosen hotels in the city, and
will be well attended.

In addition to the Convention proper, there
will be a number of social events arranged
for the benefit of the members and
attendees. These events will include
a banquet, a dance, and a reception,
among others.

The Convention is sponsored by the
Music Trades Association, and is
assisted by the local trade associations
in the area.

The topic of the address was "The
Supervision and Control of Public
Music." The address was delivered
by Dr. Thomas, who is well known
for his work in this field.

The audience was composed of school
administrators, music teachers, and
music supervisors from around the
country.

The importance of the Convention and
the topics discussed will be
published in the next issue of the
Music Trades Journal.

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC STUDENTS IN OHIOAN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

The state of Ohio has a large number of
public schools offering instrumental
music programs. In recent years, there has
been an increase in the number of
students enrolled in these programs.

The data on the number of students,
by instrument, are as follows:

- Violin: 5,000
- Cello: 2,500
- Bass: 1,000
- Piano: 7,500
- Guitar: 3,000
- Clarinet: 1,500
- Saxophone: 1,000
- Trumpet: 500
- Trombone: 250
- French Horn: 100
- Drums: 250

The data shows a significant increase in
the number of students participating in
different instrumental music programs.

It is expected that these numbers will
continue to grow in the future, as
music education becomes more
central to the curriculum.

For more information, please refer to
the official website of the Ohio
Music Education Association.
Improving and Correcting Concert Hall Acoustics

By LLOYD TÖRR, Miss. M.

Handbook No. 17

The acoustics for the Musician

Limiting the size of a concert hall is not the same thing as limiting the sound. The sound is only a part of the audience. It is the air that is the sound. The air itself is only a contributing factor in so far as it causes the stage to be seen and the music to be heard. The air is the musician's instrument. Therefore, the audience is also a component of the sound. The size of the audience is important, but the quality of the audience is more important.

The size of the hall should be such that the audience is comfortable, but not so large that the sound is lost in the hall. The hall should be designed to allow the sound to travel without being blocked by the walls or ceiling. The stage should be designed to allow the performers to be heard by the audience. The acoustics of the hall should be designed to allow the performers to be heard by the audience.

The size of the hall should be such that the audience is comfortable, but not so large that the sound is lost in the hall. The hall should be designed to allow the sound to travel without being blocked by the walls or ceiling. The stage should be designed to allow the performers to be heard by the audience. The acoustics of the hall should be designed to allow the performers to be heard by the audience.
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The size of the hall should be such that the audience is comfortable, but not so large that the sound is lost in the hall. The hall should be designed to allow the sound to travel without being blocked by the walls or ceiling. The stage should be designed to allow the performers to be heard by the audience. The acoustics of the hall should be designed to allow the performers to be heard by the audience.
Improving and Correcting Concert Hall Acoustics

A careful consideration of the acoustics of a concert hall, theatre, etc., should be of vital interest to the musician. This particular use of the sound waves, and also their control, are of great value in determining the effect of the instrument on the audience, and giving good acoustics their proper evaluation by the performer.

It is true that the musician who is called upon to play in a certain auditorium or concert hall must give the audience an idea of what the performer could do with the available acoustics, and if these acoustics are not good enough, he must make the best of them.

Contemporary Musical Instruments

Limiting the use of another kind of sound waves by auditoriums, halls and theatres, allows many activities of the same kind to go on in different buildings without interfering with each other, but from our standpoint there is only one kind of sound waves that is the only one to consider here, and that is the sound waves that are produced by an orchestra, and given proper acoustics. The sound waves are at first reflected around the area, and from there they travel about one hundred feet per second more rapidly than those from a microphone or amplifier, through an amplifier.

Contemporary Musical Instruments

It happens, fortunately, that a building built of refractive tile is ideally suited to the main stage as a possible and the audience will be presented there as effectively as possible.

Contemporary Musical Instruments

It is not possible to have all of its members near the front of the stage, but it is possible to have the audience near the stage, and that the stage is not far enough away to be seen.

Contemporary Musical Instruments

Complete vibration produced by the instruments of the orchestra is a perfect sound wave. In the case of a large group of players or a large group of instruments, the sound waves are produced in the same manner as a wave is produced by a speaker. In the case of the sound waves, so far as the sound waves are produced, the sound waves are produced in this manner, which is the same as a wave is produced by a speaker. The instruments are placed in the front of the stage, and the audience is situated as near as possible to the stage, and the audience will be effectively presented there as effectively as possible.

Contemporary Musical Instruments

If the frequency is not as much as much as possible like a box or shelf with one side open and that the audience, and you will see that it is produced as effectively as possible with the audience there to hear it.

Contemporary Musical Instruments

When it is necessary to have some of the orchestra under the fly, less than half of the sound wave must be interrupted. Then the next arrangement will reach the audience. If it is impossible to avoid a seating arrangement of this sort, then it is necessary to arrange the sound waves in such a manner that the sound waves are produced as close as possible to the audience, and that the audience is not far enough away to be seen.

Contemporary Musical Instruments

When we see a sound wave as it passes through the air, it is divided into two waves, and those waves are reflected. Some materials against which the waves strike, will absorb, reflect, or pass through the waves. Others allow the waves to pass through and produce them with diminished intensity, while others are transmitted or reflected so that the sound waves are produced as close as possible to the audience, and that the audience is not far enough away to be seen.

Contemporary Musical Instruments

When sound waves are originated by a musical instrument for the purpose of pleasing the ear, their effectiveness is increased if their activities are increased. When sound waves travel better through air than through water, and that the sound waves are produced as close as possible to the audience, and that the audience is not far enough away to be seen.
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When sound waves are originated by a musical instrument for the purpose of pleasing the ear, their effectiveness is increased if their activities are increased. When sound waves travel better through air than through water, and that the sound waves are produced as close as possible to the audience, and that the audience is not far enough away to be seen.
From the Notebook of a Strolling Musician

BY ARTHUR H. RACKETT

The birth of a series of reminiscences from a long, colorful music career

Not until the latter part of the 19th century did European music, especially the operatic versions of operetta, become popular in the United States. The change was largely due to the advent of the musical theater.以前の音楽家・作曲家たちが、この音楽文化が、そしてこの音楽の歴史について、また、この音楽の各表現形式について、それぞれの音楽知識するのを助けるための资料を提供することができる。
In School, College, and Community

This issue of the Inland Empire High School Band

THERE goes the school band. The straw hats are off, the uniforms are on, and the practice is in full swing. The students of the school band have been practicing every day, no matter the weather. They are determined to put on the best performance they can. The band's repertoire includes a mix of classical and modern pieces, and they are always eager to try new songs.

The band members are also preparing for their upcoming performance at the district competition. They are working hard to perfect their timing and coordination. The students are excited to showcase their talents and show their school spirit.

The band's director, Mr. Addison, is known for his enthusiasm and passion for music. He encourages his students to express themselves through music and to never be afraid to try something new.

The school band is an integral part of the school community, and the students are proud to be a part of it. They look forward to many more years of making music together.
The work of the Fanfare Four is representative of the increased technical and musical standards imposed within the past ten years on players of brass instruments. Nothing short of perfection is demanded—perfection in tone and pitch, perfection in flexibility and execution. Wherever you find the highest standards of musicianship, there will you find York Instruments. In the great symphony orchestras of Chicago, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, San Francisco, York abounds. In the better dance orchestras and concert bands, York Instruments provide the richness, the clarity, the instant response demanded by the increasing difficulty of music.

And now that brass instruments are successfully being made to aid the band in its desire to keep pace with the increasing technical demands of music, it is important that the band should be equipped with the best possible equipment. The York Instrument Company, manufacturers of all types of brass instruments, is the only company that can supply this demand. We have a complete line of instruments, from the cornet to the tuba, and we are always ready to fill your order. Our work is done by skilled craftsmen, and our instruments are guaranteed to give satisfaction. We invite you to come and see our line of instruments and to purchase those that best meet your needs. We guarantee our work and shall be happy to fill your order promptly.

The York Instrument Company
Grand Rapids, Mich.

---

A Super-powered Banjo Fills This Super-size Ballroom

The world's biggest ballroom, the Chicago Theater, is now equipped with a super-powered banjo that will be the talk of the town. This is the largest ballroom in the world and it has been designed to accommodate the largest possible number of people. The banjo is located in the center of the room and it is connected to a microphone that is placed at the front of the stage. This allows the banjo to be heard throughout the entire room. The banjo player is also dressed in a tuxedo and he is wearing a hat that matches the color of the banjo. The banjo itself is very large and it is made of wood. It has a very loud voice and it is played by a skilled musician who is able to play it very well. The banjo is also connected to a large speaker system that amplifies the sound of the banjo and makes it easier for people to hear it. The banjo player is also dressed in a tuxedo and he is wearing a hat that matches the color of the banjo. The banjo itself is very large and it is made of wood. It has a very loud voice and it is played by a skilled musician who is able to play it very well. The banjo is also connected to a large speaker system that amplifies the sound of the banjo and makes it easier for people to hear it.

---

Melody for June, 1937

YOU CAN'T FOOL THE MICROPHONE

THE WORLD'S BIGGEST BALLROOM

The Chicago Theater, located in Chicago, Illinois, is the world's biggest ballroom. It has a capacity of over 10,000 people and is known for its impressive acoustics and its large stage. The theater is also home to the famous Chicago Symphony Orchestra and is a popular venue for concerts and other events. The theater is located on the north side of Chicago and is easily accessible by car or public transportation. It is a must-see attraction for anyone visiting the city and offers a truly unique and unforgettable experience.
It's a Weidt March!

"Most always, when the boys are playing on parade or at the game it's a Weidt march you hear-or not. Harry Weidt, one of the other equally good marchers that have made the "Jazz" Repertoire for Young Boys' bands, is no mere Welch in the production of march melodies that exude the spirit of youth. No, no! He's a master of his art! He has a quartet of his own, and his music is easy enough for the boys and good enough for the grown-ups. You will find every number in the list irresistible, easy to play and well worth playing. Complete catches and Sales Corret geta as request."

HERE THEY ARE!

Ten Marches for Young Bands

By A. J. WEIDT

Prizes for the offers of the band in the band of the best Marches... 100.00

The Curling Room and that just a Smoking Room with Flags and things but no Fair Harvard twills which seemed kind of funny. So where the Band was just coming up on the stage and I thought that the Band was just getting out of the old band and then there was a tremendous square from the audience and they were just like to end up just as smooth as the orchestra and played for a few moments with the Band in the audience and then the picture started and after I been up I went out and went to the Band's room.

Be well boys.

WHERE'S THE HEGEL

Great Yell on the Line-up

Walter Jacobs, Inc.

120 Boylston St., Boston
Popular and Unpopular Music

By L. G. del Castillo

Popular music attracts a large number of listeners, but it is difficult to pin down just how many people listen to it. The popularity of popular music is determined by a number of factors, including its appeal to a broad audience, its accessibility, and its ability to adapt to changing cultural trends.

For example, the popularity of rock and roll in the 1950s and 1960s was due in part to its rebellious nature, which resonated with the younger generation. Similarly, the popularity of hip hop in the 1980s and 1990s was due in part to its ability to incorporate elements of African American culture and to express the experiences of urban life.

On the other hand, classical music, which is often considered more prestigious, has a smaller but more dedicated audience. Classical music requires a higher level of education and cultural capital to appreciate fully, which may limit its appeal to a wider audience.

In conclusion, the popularity of popular music is determined by a complex interplay of cultural, social, and economic factors. While popular music may seem to cater to the lowest common denominator, it is in fact a reflection of the diverse and complex nature of human culture.
WANTED—Bandmasters for School Bands

Grade and High School Bands are being organized everywhere! A serious need at this time is a sufficient number of capable Bandmasters-Teachers for these organizations who are properly equipped for these positions.

The Conn National School offers a Summer Session of Six Weeks for $80.00

Known as the Summer Master Course for Public School Music Supervisors, Orchestra and Band Directors, beginning July 5th and extending to August 15th

The Conn National School takes the student and absolutely fits him for a Superintendent's position by giving him an expert knowledge of Training and Directing Orchestras and Bands, Community or School Choruses, Harmony; an ability to play sufficiently well to teach any and all of the Geige, High and Junior High School Methods, the organization of Glee Clubs, Voice Tests, etc.

World Famous Teachers Engaged

Famous Teachers comprise the faculty of this school and the student has the advantage of studying privately with them or any movement to be chosen and will be known and credited the valuable advantage of this contact.

Write at once for particulars to

CONNATIONAL SCHOOL INC.

506 South Wallah Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

PIANISTS & ORGANISTS

The day of the featured organist is past. Plan now to use your summer vacation time mastering this profitable field.

The Del Castillo Theatre Organ School will re-open in June with a course specially suited to your needs. Instruction and practice on theatre type organs with special training before the screen with film and slides for pardon and solo technique.

For terms and booklet address

THE DEL CASTILLO THEATRE ORGAN SCHOOL

34-40 Lewis' State Theatre Building

BOSTON, MASS.

TO MAKE MORE MONEY!

BEST SELLER—AL MELGARD'S

BARTON ORGAN SCHOOL

201 East First Street

BOSTON, MASS.

How About That Subscription?

Walter Jacobs, Inc., 16 Newport St., Boston, Mass.

Please send:

Jacobs' Orchestra Monthly

Jacobs' Band Monthly

Melody

Beginning with the Issue, please send:

Name:

City

State

Subscriptions: $2.00 or $2.50 a year in advance.

Boston: The Boston Post, 339 Hanover St., Boston, Mass.


Los Angeles: The Los Angeles Post, 620 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

San Francisco: The San Francisco Post, 600 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
For Theatre Organists

Solo to Great

ORGAN RECITAL PIECES

Originals and Transcriptions

Classical of America

VOLUME ONE

VOLUME TWO

J. Fischer & Bro.

New York 10, N.Y.

For Theatre Organists

Solo to Great

ORGAN RECITAL PIECES

Originals and Transcriptions

Classical of America

VOLUME ONE

VOLUME TWO

J. Fischer & Bro.

New York 10, N.Y.

What I Like In New Music

CANNOT too strongly commend the title

of the first number listed here this month.

The volume is a limited edition and

is already hard to find. It's

just as rare now as it was.

A very useful, easy-to-read

textbook with illustrations

two articles in relatable style, and the third one

more technical. Better than the average

article on the subject.

ORCHESTRAL MUSIC

C. Sparr's "Athen" by Thibault, Mardi, and

Le Maitre de la Musique (term). A strong

article, with illustrations. It will be

a useful reference work.

Piano, by Zdenek Fibich, Medici. A very

good article, with illustrations. It's

just as useful now as it was then.

An introduction to the

composer's works, with a

short biography and

a discussion of his
technique and style.
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Speaking of Photoplay Organists

FRONT Page Mr. Parks for the readers of the "Agricola" a few moments and... here, here, here, here and here they are, that they may receive our..." "[cut off, unreadable text]

Mr. Parks (with a smile) ""[cut off, unreadable text]

Walt Jacobs Musical Mosaics for Photoplay, for Organists

Contents of Volume I

1. MADRIGAL (Bass, Tenor, 2nd Tenor, Alto, Baritone, Tenor, 2nd Bass)
2. GALLARDA (Bass, Tenor, 2nd Tenor, Alto, Soprano, Tenor, 2nd Bass)
3. MODERNA (Bass, Tenor, 2nd Tenor, Alto, Soprano, Tenor, 2nd Bass)
4. AVERTEA SONG (1st Bass, 2nd Bass)
5. AＱUROSI (Bass, Tenor, 2nd Tenor, Alto, Soprano)
6. CANTABILIERI (1st Bass, Tenor, 2nd Tenor, Alto, Soprano)
7. CANTABILIERI (1st Bass, Tenor, 2nd Tenor, Alto, Soprano)
8. HENDY'S ORGAN MUSIC (Bass, Tenor, Alto, Soprano)

Contents of Volume II

1. TROMBONE (2nd Bass, 1st Bass, Alto, Soprano)
2. TROMBONE (2nd Bass, 1st Bass, Alto, Soprano)
3. TROMBONE (2nd Bass, 1st Bass, Alto, Soprano)
4. TROMBONE (2nd Bass, 1st Bass, Alto, Soprano)
5. TROMBONE (2nd Bass, 1st Bass, Alto, Soprano)
6. TROMBONE (2nd Bass, 1st Bass, Alto, Soprano)
7. TROMBONE (2nd Bass, 1st Bass, Alto, Soprano)
8. TROMBONE (2nd Bass, 1st Bass, Alto, Soprano)

Contents of Volume IX

1. The IV (Bass, Tenor, Alto, Soprano)
2. The V (2nd Bass, 1st Bass, Alto, Soprano)
3. The VI (2nd Bass, 1st Bass, Alto, Soprano)
4. The VI (2nd Bass, 1st Bass, Alto, Soprano)
5. The VII (2nd Bass, 1st Bass, Alto, Soprano)
6. The VIII (2nd Bass, 1st Bass, Alto, Soprano)
7. The IX (2nd Bass, 1st Bass, Alto, Soprano)
8. The X (2nd Bass, 1st Bass, Alto, Soprano)

Mr. W. Parks has a library of music books, and is a member of the Photoplay Union. Mr. W. Parks has a library of music books, and is a member of the Photoplay Union.

A New Volume

A New Volume is added to this series every winter.

Walter Jacobs, Inc.

BOSTON, MASS.

Jacobs' Album of Master Classics for Orchestra and for Band

Contents of Volume I

1. Nocturne
2. Nocturne
3. Nocturne
4. Nocturne
5. Nocturne
6. Nocturne
7. Nocturne
8. Nocturne

Contents of Volume II

1. Nocturne
2. Nocturne
3. Nocturne
4. Nocturne
5. Nocturne
6. Nocturne
7. Nocturne
8. Nocturne

Contents of Volume III

1. Nocturne
2. Nocturne
3. Nocturne
4. Nocturne
5. Nocturne
6. Nocturne
7. Nocturne
8. Nocturne

Contents of Volume IX

1. Nocturne
2. Nocturne
3. Nocturne
4. Nocturne
5. Nocturne
6. Nocturne
7. Nocturne
8. Nocturne
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**Have You Studied Harmony?**

*You need to complete your musical education.*

Practical knowledge of Harmony is absolutely essential to round out your musical education. It adds wonderfully to your equipment, as Teacher or Performer. We offer you a complete course of Harmony Lessons at small cost. These Lessons are given by Mr. Alphonse Boecklin and Dr. Daniel Prokofiev.

Each lesson is drawn from the common oral and written examinations, and the more mechanical applications of diatonic and chromatic scales, but an interesting, original method. We call this the "method of rules" as it is based upon your knowledge and will form the important principle in your music reading.

Why don't you, too, improve your knowledge and make your work more interesting and your voices more valuable? You can do this in the usual way of other business people who have done this by means of our Extension Courses.

**MOST PEOPLE WANT SUCCESS,**

**BUT THEY DON'T KNOW HOW TO GET IT.**

Most people make success as difficult to their work as they have it in their power to make it easier. Working blindly, they do not know what they are doing, and even their work is the result of chance. Let us give you a practical demonstration of the fundamentals of the method and how nearly you could make your work easier.

**Details about our Extension Courses**

- **For Harmony**
- **For Counterpoint**
- **For Musical Composition**
- **For Orchestration**

---

**University Extension Conservatory**

-Mary H. Mayhall, B.A., Deg. 22 Chicago, Ill.

---

**Chicagana**

**HARRY FRANK PARKS**

313 Adams Ave., Chicago

---

**The Chicago Symphony Orchestra, under the inspired leadership of Frederick Stock, gives its twenty-fourth season under the conductor's baton this afternoon.**

---

**Referring to the magnificent orchestral playing in the Schubert Piano Concerto, the critic observed:**

---

**The Lake View High School Band, Cap: Mr. Frank C. Ray, is another of the most successful of the High School bands.**

---

**The Lake View Grammar School Band, Cap: Mr. Frank C. Ray, is another of the most successful of the High School bands.**

---

**School Bands and Orchestras**

"learn to do by doing"

---

**THE UNIVERSAL TEACHER**

The Song Method for Instrumental Music

By J. E. Maddy and T. P. Giddings

The best beginners' book available, presenting the fundamentals in music as to develop self-training in the various instruments.

**STRUNG INSTRUMENTS BOOK**

Contains 38 songs, 40 in all, in three-part harmony, and arranged so that any three instruments, like or unlike, will produce complete harmony.

**WIND- INSTRUMENT BOOK**

Contains 38 songs, 40 in all, in three-part harmony, arranged so that any three instruments, like or unlike, will produce complete harmony.

**INTERESTING MATERIAL**

A selection of the best songs gives the pupils beautiful music at all times with no memorizing exercises. The pupils are engaged in making music and the individual development becomes the means toward an end.

**THE WILLIS MUSIC CO.**

137 West 4th Street

Cincinnati, Ohio

---

**The Lincoln Tapers**

The event of the right is the opening of the Willis City which Mayor Roosevelt, and the people of the city, have so well

---

**"ELDER GANTLY" is the popular song of the moment. It has been widely acclaimed by the public and has been sung by many stars of the stage and screen.**

---

**MUSIC PRINTING AND ENGRAVING**

BY THE BEAUTIFUL LITHOGRAPHIC PROCESS

For all sorts of music, popular or original:

**Contact us for prices**

---

**YOU'LL LIKE IT**
Can You Play Piano Jazz?

THE MASTER SCHOOL OF PROFESSIONAL PIANO PLAYING
Teaches Everything Worth Knowing From the Beginning to the Highest Proficiency

THE MASTER SCHOOL OF PROFESSIONAL PIANO PLAYING is without doubt the biggest and most successful work ever written on this important branch of piano playing. The book is the result of many years of teaching experience, and contains all the master methods and secret of the art of playing the piano with a pianistic style. The book is written in a clear and concise style, making it easy for anyone to understand and follow. The book contains over 100 pages of instructions, exercises, and pieces, and is suitable for both beginners and advanced pianists. The book is available at a special price of $2.00, and can be ordered from your local music store.

Frank S. Butler

THE CUSHING Practice Baton

"A Director by your side"

An instrument which silently swings a baton in an elastic, rhythmic beat. Every teacher knows that the most common weakness among students is lack of a sense of rhythm—yet rhythm is the life of music. The Cushing Practice Baton helps bridge the rhythmic gap in making the voice more of a director—possible better prepared lesson-throughout.

Instructions to accompany this instrument are free. Write for them.


PIANISTS You Can Become a Feature Improviser.

Music Master Method

Keyboard Harmony, Professional Styles, Embellishments, Improvisations.

Three books, only $1.00, including free丝绸"Chase" of Trade all this equipped.

Write for free illustrated Circular.
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Intrigue

Moderato quasi misterioso

GOMER BATH

Copyright MCXXVII by Walter Jacobs, Inc., Boston
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, including Public Performance for Profit.
Jacobs’
Loose Leaf Collection of
Standard Marches
for Orchestra

Volume I
1. Our Banner (6/8)
   J. B. Ripken
2. The Columbia Broadcast (4/4)
   George F. Root
3. The Star-Spangled Banner (4/4)
   John F. Church
4. The National Emblem
   S. B. Reynolds
5. The Battle Hymn of the Republic
   J. S. B. Bach
6. The Star, Spangled Banner (4/4)
   John F. Church
7. The Eagle's Call (6/8)
   George F. Root
8. The Nightingale (4/4)
   J. S. B. Bach
9. The Star-Spangled Banner (4/4)
   John F. Church
10. The Battle Hymn of the Republic
    J. S. B. Bach

Instrumentation
1. Violin
2. Violin
3. Violin
4. Cello
5. Bass
6. Flute
7. Clarinet in Bb
8. Clarinet in Bb
9. Bassoon
10. Oboe
11. Trumpet in Bb
12. Trombone
13. Tubas
14. Percussion
15. Piano

Prices
(Except Canada and Provinces)
Piano Acc. (Score) $1.00 net
All Other Books, etc. 50 cents net

Printed in U.S.A.
Jacobs' Incidental Music
Excerpts from the Master Composers

Themes selected by HARRY NORTON
Adapted and Arranged by R. E. HILDRETH

A--SCHUBERT
1. AGITATO (Sonata in A Minor) 2. PLAIN TIVE (Death and the Maiden)
3. FURIOSO (The Erlking)

B--BEETHOVEN
1. AGITATO (Sonata Pathetique) 2. LOVE THEME (Adelaide)
3. FUNERAL MARCH (On the Death of a Hero)

C--SCHUMANN
1. HURRY (Sonata in D Minor) 2. PLAIN TIVE (Why?)
3. MYSTERIOSO (Santa Claus)

D--GRIEG
1. HURRY (A Ride at Night) 2. DRAMATIC TENSION (At Thy Feet)
3. GRUESOME MYSTERIOSO (Watchman's Song)

E--TSCHAIKOWSKY
1. AGITATO (Harvest Song) 2. DOLOROSO (Autumn Song)
3. MARCHE POMPOSO (Hunter's Song)

F--MENDELSSOHN
1. AGITATO (Scherzo in B Minor) 2. FUNERAL MARCH (Song Without Words)
3. FURIOSO (Capriccio In A Minor)

G--VERDI (Aida)
1. AGITATO (The Fatal Question) 2. PLAIN TIVE (Pity, Kind Heaven)
3. TRUMPHAL (Of Nile's Sacred River)

PIANO SOLO
Orchestra
Extra parts 10c. each; Piano and Organ, 15c. each

Note: These numbers are NOT published for Orchestra in book form

Walter Jacobs Published by Boston, Mass
Jacobs' Incidental Music

A Practical Series of
Dramatic Music for Motion Pictures

By

Harry Norton

Pianist and Organist

Piano Solo

Each Book, 50¢ NET.

Vol. I—No. 1 to Nos. 12 inclusive.
Vol. II—Nos. 13 to 24 inclusive.

1. Hurry—for general use; funeral, race.
2. Allegro—salt of the earth, straggle, profound.
4. Larghetto—inspiring melody, tenderly sings, themes of the cheery mood.
5. Andante con moto—exulting, noble, spirited.
6. Adagio—melody, tenderly, soft-melting.
7. Allegro con brio—sequence.
8. Presto—fast, very fast.
10. Allegro molto—fast, joyous.
11. Andante—slowly.
13. Vivace—very fast.
15. All'accompagnamento—accompanying.
16. Presto—very fast.
17. Andante cantabile—slowly.
18. Allegro con brio—very fast.
19. Presto—very fast.
20. Allegro con brio—very fast.
22. Vivace—very fast, joyous.
23. Allegro con brio—very fast.
24. Presto—very fast.

Orchestra Edition

Each Number Published Separately and NOT in Book Form.

Practically and effectively arranged by R. E. Hildreth

Orchestra: 11 Parts, Piano and Organ, 1¢ NET, each number.

Walter Jacobs, Inc. — Boston, Mass.

Printed in U.S.A.

For Every Purpose a Really Great Trumpet

FAMOUS artists in every field have assured us that the new Conn 2B Trumpet is the greatest trumpet for every kind of playing which has ever been offered to the profession.

Equally valuable for symphony, concert, theater or ballroom use, the 2B has earned its enviable reputation by the outstanding superiority of its playing qualities.

The 2B is unequalled in blowing. It will take all you give, and yet has the most beautiful response on a PP attack. It carries a voice tone from low F-sharp clear to the top without a break or blatant crack so common among trumpets.

SOL COHEN, the great trumpeter with the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra, declares that the superiority of the Conn 2B in all playing qualities is marked. He uses the 2B in his Symphony work and highly endorses this new instrument.

FRANK SIEGERT, of Paul Whiteman’s orchestra, says: “All trumpets I have played have possessed some peculiar fault but this Conn 2B is really faultless in my estimation. It is wonderful in every respect.”

Artists Call the New

Duo-Bore Trombone

a "World-Beater"

A WONDROUS tone, really produced, broad and rich in quality. A most unusual instrument throughout the whole. Design, balance and action, perfect.

There are the characteristics of the new Duo-Bore trombones recently offered to the profession by Conn. Let the artists speak for themselves:

ALLIE CLARK, Capital Theater Symphony Orchestra, New York: “I have tried for years to obtain a trombone for my band and Grand Opera engagements which would offer me all the required playing qualities, each perfect in every detail, and while I have tried the Conn trombone better than any other, yet it was up to C. G. Conn, Ltd., to build what I firmly believe is the most perfect of all trombones, your Duo-Bore Symphony, 764, and Bass Trombone 766.”

SIMONE BELGINORT, Cleveland Symphony Orchestra: “I have to say once more and always that C. G. Conn, Ltd., has no rival in building trombones, for the one just received is of such high standard that it is almost impossible to describe its wonderful qualities and value. I am sure none can compare with this, your last presentation. I am most sincere.”

C. G. CONN, LTD., 872 Conn Bldg., Elkhart, Indiana.

Guidance: Please send me the illustrated and detailed trial offer on

(Instrument) ____________________________

(Signature) ____________________________

Name ____________________________

City ____________________________

State ____________________________

Company ____________________________

FREE TRIAL! EASY PAYMENTS! Send coupon for details. Remember, your Conn instrument may be had on trial. Let us know what instrument interests you.

Conn Band Instruments

World's Largest Manufacturers
THE CLARINETIST
Conclusion by Rudolph Toll

TRICKS AND TINKERING

The Clarinetist was greatly interested in an article which appeared in The Musical Times under the heading, "Rudi milieu, the clarinetist." He read it with great interest and was especially impressed by the passage, "The clarinetist is a very special kind of musician. He is not a virtuoso, nor a showman, but a musician who has a special talent for the instrument."

Why You Need a Selmer

Because it can produce a clear, full tone throughout the instrument.

Because it is in best working order and maintenance.

Because mechanical difficulties are eliminated. The "flick" feet of a Selmer Paris Clarinet are an asset to the clarinetist.

Ask SOUSA Players

About TOLUL's Expert Rendering, need and playability. During their recent stay in Boston, we received and re-quested a number of Selmer clarinets, and they responded in the most work ever done. They also recommended the

RUDOLPH TOLL

Clarinets specifically selected and tuned by Mr. Toll. Catalogue free.

The "Vibrator" Reed

MADE MAIN

New York

Priced $1.50

What does "flick" mean? It means that in order to help the wind get out of the bell, the clarinetist must have a certain amount of wind in his embouchure. If he does not have this amount of wind, the sound will be weak and not as clear. This is a problem that all clarinetists face, and it is one that the "flick" foot helps solve.

Miller's Modern Method for CLARINET

Priced $1.50

"The Vibrator" Reed

New York

Copyrighted, 1927, Edward & Mark's Music Co. Ltd.

Edward & Marks Music Co.

Good, Snappy Band Arrangements

made from Lour, Guest, guest, or quick sketch

Coverings, mezzosopranos, mezzosopranos, etc. These

reasonable, satisfaction guaranteed.

Ask R. C. Foster, Box 47, Dunedin, Mich.

Send for FREE Sample Violin Parts of

Selmer Appointments

BELVIN, Inc.

Local Representatives Wanted

Belvin, Inc.

Publications

J. C. CHAMBER Music Magazine, 120 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

The Perfect Reed


Tell us why you like this wonderful instrument. Send this coupon and receive this free illustrated literature of the saxophone.

Hints for June, 1927.

The distinctive A. ROBERT TONE is big, clear, mellow. It dominates—yet charms. That wonderful purity and power of voice—true, rich and vital in every register—is the reason why you find A. ROBERT WOOD-WINDS in all the world's great bands and symphonies.

It takes a personal trial to realize the real distinction of the A. ROBERT tone. And it's easy to make that trial. Just sign and mail the coupon!


To Bee Steady Through All Conditions

A string always sounds flatter, or in other words, not as clear, if it is not well adjusted. Therefore, in playing all types of music, it is well to keep the strings of the clarinet in proper condition. This means that the clarinetist must be able to adjust the strings to the proper tension, and that he must be able to do so quickly and easily.

Philippe, M. — At the annual meeting Tuesday of the Chicago Board of Directors of the University of Chicago, the resolution of the University was adopted, that the Board of Directors has been instructed to make an appropriation of $5,000 for the scientific work of the University.
A Varied Selection of Compositions for
SAXOPHONE BAND

With Drums and Piano ad lib
Arrangements by R. E. RODRIGUEZ

This is a reproduction of the title page of an important addition to the Walter Jacobs, Inc. Catalog.
Above are listed titles of the first four numbers in the series.
Your dealer should have them in stock, or you may order direct from the publisher.

Price, Each Number, 75c net
(For complete arrangement in works without change or substitutions of parts)

Extra Parts, each... 10c net
Extra Piano Parts, each... 10c net
An Orch. Parts, each... 10c net

FREE Samples of Orchestras, Band and Sheet Music
New Catalog just issued, Write TO-day for "Get It" book FREE

SCISSORS, PLEASE!

118 Boylston St.

Playing Also As Solos, Duets, Trios, Quartets, etc.,

FRENCH INSTRUMENTALISTS

JUNE, 1927

PLAYABLE ALSO AS SOLOS, DUETS, TRIOS, QUARTETS, ETC.

Melody for June, 1927

THE MODERN TUNING PIPE
FRONT: spring-popping mouthpiece with indicator showing pitch of each tone on the instrument and relative position on the staff. For musicians, singers and vocal teachers, the "TRUTUNE" is indispensable. With the Hohner Pitch-Pipe, pipes, there can be no missing "off-key." The "Trutune" is your guide to true pitch. There are models for all needs, i.e., vocal, violin, tenor banjo, guitar, cellos, ukulele, etc. The "Trutune" Pitch-Pipe is durable, unique and invaluable wherever music is being taught. Send for illustrated supplement.

If your Music Dealer cannot supply them write to:
M. H. Hohner, Inc., Dept. 250, 104 W. 16th St., New York City

Still Flying Higher and Higher
And Now Sharing Honors with NATIONAL EMBLEM and OUR DIRECTOR

Band, 50c net
Orchestra [Small] 50c net
Orchestra [Full] 75c net
 Sax, Band, 75c net


WALTER JACOBS, Inc., Publishers
371 W. 67th St., New York

GREAT SOLOS

SCISSORS, PLEASE!

In Your Own Home
Saxophone Trumpet Clarinet Bass
Write for Catalog

CORNISH, BOSTON

"-26-"

CONTEMPORARY TROMBONE, CORNET, CLARINET


WALTER JACOBS, Inc., Publishers
371 W. 67th St., New York

GREAT SOLOS

"-26-"

CONTEMPORARY TROMBONE, CORNET, CLARINET

FREE Samples of Orchestras, Band and Sheet Music
New Catalog just issued, Write TO-day for "Get It" book FREE

SCISSORS, PLEASE!

In Your Own Home
Saxophone Trumpet Clarinet Bass
Write for Catalog

CORNISH, BOSTON

"-26-"

CONTEMPORARY TROMBONE, CORNET, CLARINET

FREE Samples of Orchestras, Band and Sheet Music
New Catalog just issued, Write TO-day for "Get It" book FREE

SCISSORS, PLEASE!
Southern Conference for Music Education

By C. C. RUTHERFORD

The present "Southern hospitality" was generously extended by the city of Richmond, Virginia, to the 118 members of the 4th biennial conference of the Southern Conference for Music Education during the week of April 5th. The meeting was held at the Heaton Hotel and the conference was the ninth in the series of biennial conferences on music held under the auspices of the Southern Conference for Music Education of the 118 school systems of the Southern United States. The program included an address by President Oscar C. Rutherford, of the University of Tennessee, and the addresses of welcome by the Mayor of Richmond. T. H. Kellogg, of the University of Virginia, and President Arthur E. Fink, of the University of Tennessee.

Upon the conclusion of these addresses, the program of the conference began with a highly successful and informative address by President Rutherford, in which he pointed out the importance of the work of the conference and the need for cooperation among the schools of the South in the development of music education. He emphasized the need for the development of a comprehensive program of music education, including both the elementary and the secondary schools.

The following day, the conference was divided into sessions, each of which dealt with a specific aspect of music education. These sessions included discussions on the role of music in the total education of the student, the methods of teaching music, the selection and use of music materials, and the importance of music in the development of character. The sessions were well attended and provided a rich exchange of ideas and insights.

The conference concluded with a joint session, in which the results of the discussions were presented and an action plan was developed for the implementation of the recommendations. The conference was well-attended and the participants left with a sense of accomplishment and a renewed commitment to the development of music education in the South.
Buy your
Last Banjo
First!
Start with a
Paramount

"Horse Sense"
About Buying a Banjo

An instrument that is fascinating to play upon and everything to the player. Learning to play with a Paramount is organizing. Practicing is pleasant and program is rapid. The Paramount has greater facility and ease of execution because it is made for the artist. It has the finest quality tone of any banjo made.

Many players start with a cheaper instrument and come to the Paramount through the process of elimination. But consider what it costs to find the "best" through this process. Every trade-in means a big loss of money. You pay a good price for an inferior banjo today — six-months to a year from now you are asked little or nothing on it. Save your money. Let someone else do the experimenting. Buy a Paramount now and you will never want any other banjo. You need never buy another banjo. Make your choice with the leaders of the profession. Paramount is the preference among those who know. Ultimately you will come to it as one ten thousand other players have. Join the satisfied Paramount family — Buy Your Last Banjo Now.

Send for our new 80-page souvenir catalog

WM. L. LANGE
225 E. 24th St., New York, N. Y.

The JACOBS’ Music Magazines
L. B. Jacobs, Publisher, Boston, Mass.

MeLODY

For your, beginning with the issue of...

Name
Street or R. R.
City
State
Amount Enclosed

Check here if you wish to receive either of the magazines.
JACOBS’ MUSIC MAGAZINES: $2.50 per year
JACOBS’ ORCHESTRA MONTHLY-CADENZA: $3.00 per year
JACOBS’ BAND MONTHLY: $3.00 per year
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OHIO

One of the few banjoists who have earned the proud position of leadership among the best in the great state of Ohio. His choice is a

Gibson

Custom Built Banjo

made especially for the artist who cannot afford to use anything but the best.

To be shown at
Room 1100
Hotel Stevens, Chicago
June 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9

See the final touch of elegance in banjos or string for catalog just out.

GIbson, inc.
500 Parson Street
Kalamazoo, Michigan

Popular Talks on Composition
By A. J. WEIDT

This incantation (No. 20) according to Mr. Weigt’s plan, is illustrated in the issue of the "Southwest Music Magazine," "Tales of Composition." It is an easy one to follow and suitable for the student of composition. The method by which Mr. Weigt’s plan is carried out should not be put aside as it is a very good one for anyone who wants to bring his music into a certain form of composition.

Example No. 2 shows the second or final period of the incantation (No. 1) of the last incantation (No. 10), which should be more for students and composers. The melody in the first four measures, everything but the last but the third measure, is a melody of the first period of the incantation. The rhythm of the second (first measure) is twice repeated in the first and third measures as a rhythm of the first measure and three times repeated in the second measure. The rhythm of the third measure and three times repeated in the third measure. There is such a rhythm in the melody.

This incantation is often used to progress through the relative dominant chords. At the dominant chord, the degree is placed at the tonic of the incantation (No. 1) of the last incantation (No. 10), which should be more for students and composers. The melody in the first four measures, everything but the last but the third measure, is a melody of the first period of the incantation.

Example No. 3 shows the non-melody (No. 3) of the last incantation, No. 10. The melody in the first four measures is everything but the second measure of the incantation. The rhythm of the second (first measure) is twice repeated in the first and third measures as a rhythm in the melody.
The Right Start

WILLARD KALIE
Manager
Milwaukee, Wis.

The Bacon Banjo Co., Inc.
GRONOT, CONN.

The Right Start

WILLARD KALIE is one of the younger generation whom you will hear from with his $200.00 B & D Special Montana "Silver Bell" Banjo.

A pupil of Wm. C. Stahl, of Milwaukee, Wisc., already young Master Kalie has done considerable good in the theatrical community as a banjoist at many of the leading theaters in Milwaukee.

As soon as his schooling is completed, he intends to enter into vaudeville where he is bound to succeed, adding prestige and standing to his popularity with the B & D Special Montana Model "Silver Bell" Banjo.

Send for the New Combined Catalog and Silver Bell News, 88 pages, JUST OUT!

—WILLIAM KALIE

You Can Take It or Leave It

SUPPLICATIONS FOR MILANOLYH MUSICIERS
For Violinists

FROM slipping page, and from fake 6 strings that never break and true A strings that explode in the middle of a climactic invention and half-pinde orzanges; and from eratic, pugilistic accompaniment that causes you to forget notes and go on after failure; from the Pepperine "Grapes"; and from younger composers in parts inflated by thunderbolts; from leaders whose tempo can best be described as a solemn and a rambling; from critics whose mouths were made of rattle-elastic and from dissuasion: B, C, and D strings; from Stravinsky, Dvorak and Brahms; and from jobs playing before the Ladies' Monday Literary Union, and from the dog days: from strong- tlave who persist in playing throughout the show; in a trio and from untrained loud and loudest voices; and from hame-trained dancing flakes who beguile the orchestra's rest between dances; from the "Ring" music; and from rows of any string quartet which have not been practiced three months in advance; from the ringing of the public-city agent of your ride; and from fallen fugal volumes; from perusing hands; and from occlusion which applied merrily in pianistic passages; from other violists who think your particular violin is only fit for violinists, and from those incom- inest violinists who request wonder you were heard of.

—Alfred Spinaker

OCTOBER has witnessed a very fine thaw in the state of the market. Banjos are getting better and better. The demand for the musical instrument has again reached a very high level. This is a result of the efforts of the various banjo manufacturers to improve the quality of their products. The recent innovations by the Brunswick Banjo Company are an example of this. Their new models are receiving enthusiastic reviews from both critics and musicians.

The Bacon Banjo Co. has also introduced some improvements in their instruments, which have been well received by the public.

The popularity of banjos continues to grow, and it is expected that this trend will continue in the future. The increased interest in banjos is due to their versatility and the wide range of music they can be used for. Banjos are not only popular in traditional genres such as folk and country, but also in contemporary music genres like rock and pop.

The Bacon Banjo Co. has been a leader in the banjo industry for many years, and they continue to produce high-quality instruments that are both functional and aesthetically pleasing.

Keep up to date with the latest news in the music industry by subscribing to The Bacon Banjo Co.'s newsletter. You can also find them on their social media platforms for exclusive updates and news.

Thank you for choosing The Bacon Banjo Co. for your musical needs.
The Humphrey "French Horn" by ED. KRUSPE—

There are the GENUINE—"the ORIGINAL" Humphrey French Horns. Elaborately shaped of the finest and highest order. As everyone who is aware of the great symphonies of Europe and America, to see the Humphrey Horn in all its beauty and perfection. It is the Horn of the 20th Century, and is made for the master musician, the professional and the amateur. Its sound is clear, its tone rich and full, its compass far-reaching. It is the Horn of the future, and is the Horn that will lead the way in the future.

Humphrey French Horns

Write for price list of style and price.

R. G. HARTWICK

Professional Artist

124 East 33rd St., New York, N.Y.

"THE GRETCH MFG. CO., Inc.

The Hamburg Horns for the United States and Canada

10 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

UNIFORMS

FOR BANDS

Up-to-Date Styles

Correct Prices

GEORGE EVANS & CROCKETT

Western Uniform Co.

Leading Manufacturers of Band Uniforms

183 S. Wells St., CHICAGO

You will be proud of your

Band Uniform

IT IS MADE BY

The Henderson-Ames Co.

Kalamazoo, Michigan

There Is Real Value in Every Uniform

Band Fitting and Cloak Service

The Henderson-Ames Co.

Kalamazoo, Michigan

There Is Real Value in Every Uniform

Band Fitting and Cloak Service

Henderson Uniforms

If your band is distinctive, your school is distinguished by a high standard of quality, materials and workmanship, your school is making a statement that counts. Henderson Uniforms are assembled and finished in a manner to make their wearers proud of their uniforms.

Let Us UNIFORM Your Band Also

Write for any beautifully illustrated catalog of Henderson Band Uniforms. We will gladly invoice each band of five or more uniforms. We give you prompt service, superior craftsmanship, superior style, and prices. We guarantee satisfaction. Write for your copy today.

DeMoulia Bros. & Co.

150 North Fourth Street, Columbus, Ohio

“LOOK OUR WAY”

The Band Uniforms Since 1898

R. W. STOCKLEY & CO.

101 North 5th St.

Washington, D.C.

A SPORADIC BANK OF BANES

Perhaps the predominating feature of the banes was their sound and the effect that their music had on the audience. The sound was clear and harmonious, and the music was well composed and arranged. The banes were not only skilled in their playing, but they also had a great deal of enthusiasm and energy. The banes were a great source of pride for the town and were highly regarded by the community.

BANDS! BANDS! BANDS!

O. K. Music House,

1235 North Second Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
TO THE BOSTON SYMPHONY, called its forty-sixth season with the following program: Gershwin's No. 3, Stravinsky's Firebird, Mahler's Symphony No. 6, and the Prokofiev Piano Concerto No. 3. The performance was a triumph for all concerned, the audience responding enthusiastically to the music and the musicians to the applause. The performance was repeated at the same place on the same day.

You Can Get It in Boston

The Boston Symphony Orchestra is one of the oldest and most respected orchestras in the United States. It has performed at Symphony Hall in Boston, and their music continues to captivate audiences throughout the world. In the past, they have performed works by composers such as Mahler, Gershwin, and Stravinsky. Their upcoming season promises to be just as exciting.

ERNEST U. WURTLITZER

SAXOPHONES, FLUTES, CLARINETS

All kinds of wind instruments

Wright - Beld - Stroppel

Highest Grade Repairing

Brass - Wood Instruments

Silent, alive and good airly

Consistently high price

Agent for Olin trombones

PETER EDWARDS Co., Inc.

27 Faneuil Hall, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON CASES

For Violin, Banjo, Saxophone

Expert knowledge, repair, warranty, and improvement of every possible manufacturing innovation, the Boston Case the best you can buy.

Elias Howe Street

BORROWED BANDS
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How To

"Fill In" Improvise

Arrange Harmonize

Special Introductory Offer First Five Lessons $2.00 FROM YOUR DEALER or direct from us

TEACHERS wanted and paid! Popularity is to Teach Music to G. W. S. and our own WEDDO'S CHORD SYSTEM

DEPT. FB

We want to give you the newest titles as soon as we receive them. Write us asking for this Special Service Bulletin.

Free Apex Orchestras Service—Dept. 1

Part and use our lovely Service World Bulletin NAME ADDRESS CITY

"ORTHOTONIC"

VOCAL SPECIALTIES

All kinds of vocal arrangements

Professional and amateur

M. Wissler - R. F. W. Jones

Piano Accordion

MADE IN ENGLAND

H. G. W. CLARKE

LEATHER - CORK - BRASS

BUTCHER'S Cylinder and Flute

WOOD WIND INSTRUMENTS

THE CUNTY BENTONEY CO.

666 HAYMARKET, BOSTON, MASS.

MUSIC ENGRAVERS

Manicke & Delmuth, 839 DRAFMARK.

NEWMAN STREET (NEAR) SCHOOL CHILDREN'S GUITAR SOUHA WITH CHEERS

This piece was written for Boston's signature pianist, when the doors opened. Tunes are popular and the great boys have been making requests for the music. The best time to buy tickets is now. The competition is great, and there are only 100 seats available. The seats are $1.00 each, and reservations must be made at least one week in advance. The concert is held at Symphony Hall in Boston, and tickets can be purchased at the box office. The music is by C. C. Birchard & Co., and the performance is top-notch.
of extremely complex and involving-looking typography that is difficult to read. The text is densely packed, and the font is small, making it hard to discern the meaning of the content. There are also several paragraphs that are not clearly separated, making it difficult to identify the main points or arguments being presented. The overall readability of the document is poor due to the layout and formatting issues.
DOUBLE-UP!

Made Easy

with the new

Vega Tenor Guitar

and

Tenor Lute

BANJOISTS—double up on something different. That is the demand of orchestra leaders and audiences as well. The new VEGA Tenor-Lute and Tenor-Guitar have a tone that is different, an appearance that is different, yet the fingering remains the same as the tenor banjo.

The Tenor-Lute or Tenor-Guitar is attractive in design, consisting of a lute or guitar body, and a twenty-three inch scale tuned as a tenor banjo. Its tone has the depth and resonance of a guitar and the sweetness of a mandolin, presenting beautiful effects in arrangement. Each instrument has that distinctive VEGA QUALITY, made with accuracy to every detail and of the choicest materials.

Every banjoist should be equipped with a Vega Tenor-Lute or Guitar—Ask your dealer to show you one. Made also for plectrum fingering.

THE VEGA CO.


SAME FINGERING AS
ON THE TENOR BANJO
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Making a Photoplay Theatre a Community Center
By Sally Frier

It’s the Organist Who Suffers
By Lloyd G. del Castillo

Conservatory Viewpoints of Class Teaching
By Lawrence Bann

An Appreciation of a Great Bandmaster
By Morton Jerome

MUSIC

Serenade Romantique, by Gomer Bath
Procrustination Rag, by George L. Cobb
Dance of the Pariahs, by Frank H. Grey
Peppen (Jacobs' Cinema Sketches) by Norman Leigh
Whitecaps (Jacobs' Cinema Sketches) by Earl Roland Larsen
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Manufacturers of the famous Vega and Vantage Banjos, "Adelita" harmonicas and other musical metals.